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Dealing with the IRS can be complex, confusing and downright scary. Misinformation runs rampant, making it hard to discern between IRS fact and
fiction.
Thankfully, a tax expert can reveal how you can file complicated taxes successfully and how you should respond to further IRS interactions. Oklahoma
tax attorney Travis Watkins, winner of the Oklahomans’ Readers’ Choice Award for Best Taxation Attorney, broke down some of the most pervasive tax
myths.
Myth: Filing taxes is voluntary, not required
The U.S. taxation system is ‘voluntary’, but that doesn’t mean that filing is optional. Voluntary in a tax-sense means that you are responsible for filing the correct amount of your own taxes each year. You are volunteering your tax information to the IRS. Once the IRS receives your information,
they may review how much you owe. Refusing to volunteer your information can lead to a world of complicated paperwork, legal repercussion,
and extra costs.
Myth: You can go to jail for unpaid taxes
Unpaid taxes can cause you a lot of headaches, but can it land you in jail? This myth is only true in certain situations. If you forgot to file one tax
return, the IRS is not likely to turn you over for criminal prosecution. The IRS does not put people into jail for paying their taxes late or negligently
forgetting to file their returns. The only time people may face a jail sentence is if they commit fraud (tax evasion, for instance) or willfully failing to
file. Although being a little late on filing a tax return is not a criminal issue, there are potential penalties, interest and late fees for unfiled returns
and late tax payments.
If you owe over $50,000, the IRS can request the State Department to take away your passport until matters are settled. Save yourself from worry
and have a tax professional file taxes before due dates pass. Don’t be part of the masses who financially imprison themselves with the IRS.
Myth: The IRS can only go back three years
Typically during an audit, the IRS reviews returns three years old or less, but if they suspect you of understating your income by 25 percent or
more, they will go back further. For instance, if your business earned $100,000 and you only reported $75,000, you didn’t report 25 percent of
your income, and as a result, the IRS may look back at up to last six years of your past income tax returns. This is why we counsel taxpayers to keep
tax documents for at least that long.
In cases where fraud is suspected, the IRS will go even further back in years to review returns. This time limit is placed only on tax returns that
have been filed. If an audit concerns unfiled returns, the IRS will go back as far as necessary to figure out what is owed.
Myth: Oklahoma Homestead Exemption law protects from IRS
One of the most common myths is that the IRS cannot take your home because of the Oklahoma Homestead Exemption law. Oklahoma’s Homestead Exemption Act protects your home and up to one acre of real property (160 acres in rural Oklahoma) from creditors. However, Federal tax
laws preempt (control) state law and allow the IRS to take residences. They sometimes seize homes, if there is enough equity to do so; however,
that process is long and taxpayers have time to make arrangements to pay or settle the debt before this extreme measure occurs. So, hire a local
tax lawyer early in that process to assist.
Myth: If you owe the IRS money, the only option is a payment plan
You have options when dealing with tax debt. Payment plans can be set in place, but there are also penalty forgiveness programs available that
can help reduce or eliminate penalties and interest. In cases where spouses have been duped into tax debt by their partners, a special spousal
relief program is available.
You could also qualify for an Offer In Compromise. Offers In Compromise are agreements that let you pay off tax debt for less than you owe by
making payments on a reduced balance or settling for a reduced lump sum. You may also be able to qualify for a currently not collectible status.
This status allows the IRS to put your account on hold and allows you to hold off making payments for a set time, generally 2 years.
Many people do not know which programs are available to them when handling the IRS on their own and can easily land themselves in more
trouble. Always review your specific case with a tax atttorney to know your full list of options. There are a number of options that Watkins Tax
might be able to do to stop the IRS from taking money from your bank or paycheck.
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If you’re dealing with the IRS, Travis Watkins can help you avoid the myths, navigate the process and negotiate the best deal possible. We understand how to work with the IRS in ways that truly benefit our clients. Travis Watkins has years of IRS experience and can help manage immediate
threats to your livlihood, like seizures, by helping you understand your rights with the IRS.
“We had major tax issues and they made it so easy and really affordable.”-John Rawl, Tulsa, OK
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For more information, contact Travis Watkins at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
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Tax Lesson Takeaways from the Manafort and Cohen Cases
Trump’s former campaign chairman Paul Manafort was convicted of eight different financial crimes as part of Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation. They’ve also
secured a guilty plea from Michael Cohen, a trump fixer who will serve up to five years for violating campaign finance laws. This political news holds some relevant tax lessons,
including actions to avoid.

Don’t rely on the Defunct Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program
Starting in 2008, the IRS utilized the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program (OVDP), which provided tax amnesty for foreign-held investments and formally
closed in Septemeber 2018. Instead, the IRS Streamlined program is now subject to audits. So, it’s a bad idea to rely on that programs protection.
Don’t Hide or Obfuscate Foreign Investments
FATCA, the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, applies a penalty or foreign banks who don’t report Americans skirting tax obligations. Most countries and
their banking systems already comply with the Act, so don’t count on keeping your foreign accounts secret. The U.S. government also partners with 50,000
whistleblowers, voluntary disclosures, cooperative witnesses and banks under investigation. All in all, it’s now an extremely bad idea to fail to disclose your
investments.
To avoid the fate at Manafort and Cohen, don’t obscure or cover up facts and try to pass them off as mistakes. You can certainly make mistakes, but the IRS
often asks for a paper trail to show that the mistake was not intentional. If you use oversights and glitches to justify incorrect filings, you appear willful, and
this changes your chances in court. Negligence and mistakes are understandable once in a while, but if you do it too many times, you may be accused of
intent to conceal taxes.
Other Things to Avoid
Here are a few other things to avoid:
• Don’t set up trusts or corporations to cover up what you own.
• Avoid filing some tax forms and not others.
• Don’t keep an extra set of books.
• Don’t ask your bank to stop sending monthly statements.
• Don’t make cash deposits or withdrawals.
Even if you can explain your action, repeated failures to comply with required documents can turn into accusations of reckless or deliberate disregard,
which gave Manafort added things to worry about.
Get Help
The IRS offers tips to ensure correct filing of foreign holdings. However, if you’re worried you haven’t been transparent enough, or previously relied on the
Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program to cover you, then it may be a good idea to consult with an expert. A CPA or tax attorney specializing in multinational holdings can provide the backup you need to show your intentions if the IRS takes an interest in your return. There are many different paths and roads
to success. Staying compliant with the IRS is one of them. Learn how to radically improve your IRS situation by calling Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and
Accounting Firm at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
A client retained our office
a very short time ago with
several years of unfiled
tax returns. Also, the IRS
had filed some returns
for him which resulted in
a tax liability of $32,386!
The IRS then took action
and started garnishing his
wages. He was unable to
provide for his family, due
to the financial burden he
was handed over. Upon
investigation, we were
able to quickly negotiate
with the IRS and stop the
wage garnishment. Our
client now owes the IRS
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only $475, because of the
outstanding professional
service we were able to
provide!
Do
you
want
to
understand how the IRS
works? If you want to stop
playing defense with your
finances, you’ve got to get
on offense. It’s time to get
the IRS to work...not just
go to work. Call Travis W.
Watkins Tax Resolution
and Accounting firm at
800-721-7054 or visit
TravisWatkins.com.
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Meet Our Team
Ricky Kemper,
Accountant

Ricky Kemper was an Army child and experienced

attended Eisenhower High School. Living in Lawton

He enjoys spending his time with his wife and their

living abroad of the U.S. With him growing up around

gave him an opportunity to work for Goodyear Tire

son Duncan, the youngest of 5, who keeps him on his

the military, he joined the Army Reserve for over 22

and Rubber for 23 years and retiring. After retirement,

toes. When not being a father or husband he enjoys

years and retired. During his tenure he was activated

he pursued his life-long passion for accounting. He

spending his time playing Golf whenever he gets the

to serve during Operation Desert Storm and Enduring

obtained his BS degree to start a rewarding career

time.

Freedom. He was raised in Lawton, Oklahoma and

helping individuals with their tax needs.

Tax Break On Capital Gains?

The Trump administration has been teasing high-income taxpayers with
a big tax break on capital gains. However, so far, no decision has ensued.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has deferred to Congress, which hasn’t
proposed anything concrete. The Treasury Department says it’s studying
the impact the change would have on the economy and whether the tax
break could be put into action without congressional backing.
The change proposes a reduction in the tax on stock and real estate
profits, known as capital gains, and would adjust the final tax bill based
on inflation over the time the asset was held. Currently, capital gains are
calculated by subtracting the sales price from the original price paid for
the asset. The difference is taxed at full value, regardless of inflation.
Why People are Wating to File (and Why It’s a bad Idea)

Let’s say you bought stock 28 years ago for $100,000 and sold it at $300,000, for a $200,000 capital gain. Uncle Sam would take 23.8 percent, for a tax bill of $47,600. however, if an adjustment for
infaltion decreased the profit to $103,000, you’d pay $27,514.
Unfortunately, many people are delaying their quarterly filings, waiting for the reduction to take effect. This is a dangerous waiting game that puts your assets at risk, especially with Democrats
digging in to oppose the cuts. Unless you’ve consulted a tax attorney, this is a bad idea that could cost you big in penalties.
Opposition to the Proposed Change
Democrats vowed to defeat the proposed capital gains tax break, citing the negative impacts it would have on the growing deficit. House Democratic Leader Nancy Peloci has called the measure a
tax scam for the wealthiest Americans. Democrats believe the measure would line the pockets of the wealthiest individuals while contributing to stagnant wages and soaring health care costs.
It’s uncertain when, if ever, the change could gain enough traction to pass.
Avoid Penalties, Work with a Tax Attorney
For taxpayers who owe taxes, payment is required by the filing date. Your accountant can make sure you file on time and get the amount correct. Trying to figure this out on your own could result
in interest and penalties. Currently, the IRS charges four percent compound interest, for penalty of 0.5% per month. Remember that the late filing penalty can cost up to 10 times the amount of
not paying at all. If the capital gains reduction is signed into law before the end of 2018, you could still receive a break on capital gains. Until then, it’s better to continue with business as usual. You
need to work with a professional tax attorney that deals with the IRS regularly. They know the rules and where the IRS may have some flexibility. Since we work with them on a daily basis, you are
more likely to get the best possible outcome. Our team of Attorneys, Accountants, and Enrolled Agents are here to answer all your tax questions. Call Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm now at 800-721-7054 for your Free consultation or visit TravisWatkins.com.

Lil’ Kim Has “No Time” for the IRS
She calls herself the Queen Bee, but that
doesn’t mean she is above the law. Lil’
Kim (Kimberly Jones) is having a rough
few years with her finances. She had to
file bankruptcy in June for allegedly not
paying the IRS on her taxes. Documents
now show that she has been hit with
another $188,000 tax lien after her
$211,629 debt on her 2016 income (Bad

Boy Reunion Tour). Her tax problems are
well-documented and go back nearly 10
years. The IRS reports that the lien was
placed from her 2006 income. She also
battled her baby’s father over custody
and watched her New Jersey mansion
go into foreclosure. Earlier this year, she
was sued for failing to pay her former
law firm for 5 years of legal services.

Kim states that she is planning to sell
one of her homes, she no longer resides
in, to pay off this tax debt and will file
bankruptcy to reconcile the millions she
owes to creditors.

(@Gabriel_Will1), G. (2018). The Daily Word: Lil Kim Owes The IRS Again?, Kim’s Baby Father Posts Thirst Pic of Nicki Minaj. [online] Stuff Fly People Like | SFPL. Available at: https://stuffflypeoplelike.com/114956/lil-kim-owes-the-irs/ [Accessed 3 Oct. 2018].
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LaChapelle, D. (2017, September 1). Lil’ Kim: A Bona Fide Style Icon, But More Than Just a
Force in Fashion [Photograph]. The Fashion Law, Tampa.
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The Real Horror

1-800-721-7054
THE IRS TATTLER
3033 NW. 63rd St.
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OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116
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DALLAS, TX 75240
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TULSA, OK 74136
3750 WEST MAIN ST.
NORMAN, OK 73072

FREE CONSULTATION! CALL NOW!

advertisement
“WE PROVIDE TROUBLED TAXPAYERS WITH A CUSTOMIZED, ACTIONABLE PLAN TO FILE OLD RETURNS, NEGOTIATE WITH
THE IRS AND STOP IMMEDIATE THREATS TO THEIR LIVELIHOOD, SO THEY CAN GET A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP AGAIN.”

trivia question:
The average number of days a person worked to pay his or her 2009 taxes was?

A) 205		

B) 190

C)103

D) 106

previous question/answer:
When was efile introduced in the U.S.?

A) 1986

Deadlines:

•October 15, 2018

Extended Individual Tax Returns Due

If you got a filing extension on your 2017 tax return, you need to
get it completed and postmarked by Oct. 15th.

Last Chance to Recharacterize 2017 Roth IRA Conversion

If you converted a traditional IRS to a Roth during 2017 and paid tax on the
conversion with your 2016 return, Oct. 15th is the deadline for recharacterizing
(undoing) the conversion. Doing so could save you money if the IRS has lost
money since the time of the original conversion.
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